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A correlation between local crystallographic texture and stress-induced void formation in
tantalum-encapsulated, copper interconnects was revealed by electron backscattering diffraction
studies in a scanning electron microscope. Lines exhibiting an overall stronger^111& texture showed
better resistance to void formation. Furthermore, grains adjacent to voids exhibited weaker^111&
texture than grains in unvoided regions of the same line. The locally weaker^111& texture at voided
locations suggests the presence of higher diffusivity, twist boundaries. This work, which represents
the first characterization of local texture in stress voided, copper lines, helps to elucidate the relative
importance of the thermodynamic and kinetic factors which govern void formation and
growth. © 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~96!04252-0#
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The reliability of advanced integrated circuit devices
limited largely by interconnect failures. Aspects of alum
num film microstructure, including the grain size,1 grain size
distribution,2 and crystallographic texture3 are known to cor-
relate with electromigration and stress-induced voiding
patterned interconnects produced from blanket films. Ho
ever, it has been shown that interconnect line microstruc
may evolve differently from film microstructure.4,5 One
study revealed that thê111& texture of aluminum lines was
stronger than that of blanket films.4 Such work reveals the
importance of characterizing line microstructure.

Microstructural variations within a line must also be e
amined, in addition to understanding differences betw
blanket film and line microstructure. There is serious conc
for the reliability of future generation devices since a d
tailed understanding of the local processes which prod
failure is lacking. The local line microstructure at voide
and/or failed sites must be compared to the microstruc
associated with intact regions of the line to develop a be
mechanistic understanding of reliability failure modes. Ch
acterization of local microstructure at electromigratio
induced transgranular slit voids in aluminum alloy lines6 by
transmission electron microscopy~TEM!7 and electron back-
scattering diffraction~EBSD!4,8 revealed typical̂111& fiber-
oriented grains at voided sites. While recent work has p
vided information regarding certain Al-based microstructu
associated with stress-induced voiding, the results have b
inconsistent. Kordic9 correlated decreased stress-induc
void formation with stronger averagê111& line textures in
Al- ~Si, Cu! alloys, however no local microstructural info
mation at voided sites was reported. In contrast, stron
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average^111& texture was recently correlated with signifi
cantly increasedstress-voiding in aluminum interconnects,10

with the further result that the grains at voided sites w
significantly off-̂ 111& in orientation. Additional studies are
needed to clarify the effect of microstructure on stre
induced voiding in aluminum lines.

If aluminum-based interconnects cannot provide the
quired reliability, future devices may require novel interco
nect materials such as copper. Stress-induced voiding in
sivated copper interconnects was recently examined a
function of linewidth and heat treatment.11 Copper lines
0.75–2.0mm wide and 0.5mm thick were electron-beam
evaporated and patterned using a trilayer lift-off stack o
tantalum coated, thermally oxidized silicon wafers. The co
per was cladded with 50 nm of sputtered tantalum and p
sivated with 1.2mm plasma-enhanced chemical vapor dep
ited oxide at 240 °C. The tantalum acted as both a diffus
barrier and an adhesion layer. Furthermore, tantalum
been shown to induce in copper a moderately strong^111&
texture, which improves thermal cycling behavior.12

Two heat treatments were employed to alter the line
crostructure. Type 1 samples were annealed for 1 h at
400 °C, only after passivation deposition~post-passivation
anneal!. Type 2 samples were annealed for 1 h at 450 °C
immediately following copper lift-offandwere subjected to
the post-passivation anneal. All anneals were run in vacu
at a base pressure of 131025 Pa (231027 Torr! and con-
cluded with a furnace cool to room temperature. The samp
came from a single wafer to assure uniformity. Measu
ments from focused ion beam images revealed monom
grain size distributions for each sample type, and aver
grain diameters of 0.53mm for type 1 and 0.56mm for type
2 samples, after the post-passivation anneals. Given the
certainty in the grain size determination, the grain sizes
4017)/4017/3/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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considered equivalent. Statistics were gathered for voids
cated at the line edge~edge voids! and within the line~cen-
tral voids!. For lines greater than 1mm wide, the central void
population was directly proportional to the line area for bo
sample types. This dependence was linked to the numbe
grain boundary triple points available for void nucleation.
a result of a transition to bamboo microstructure for lin
widths less than 1mm, the number of triple points per un
area was no longer constant. That type 2 samples vo
substantially less than the type 1 samples was less e
explained, however. The earlier study11 showed approxi-
mately a 4.5 times lower population of central voids for t
type 2 samples than the type 1 samples.

A crystallographic analysis was subsequently conduc
on the specimens described in Ref. 11 to elucidate the e
of heat treatment on voiding. Specifically, the local textu
of these samples were examined using EBSD in the scan
electron microscope.13 EBSD evaluation enabled acquisitio
of a statistically significant data set with minimal samp
preparation. Also, since the spatial resolution of the te
nique is approximately 0.2mm, individual grains were ana
lyzed and the orientations of grains at voided and unvoi
locations were compared. Details of the EBSD setup
found elsewhere.14 The crystallographic orientations o
grains adjacent to ten central and nine edge voids were
lyzed. These voids were equally distributed between the t
1 and type 2 samples, in lines ranging from 0.75 to 2.0mm
wide. Approximately three to four diffraction patterns we
collected around edge voids and six to eight diffraction p
terns were collected around central voids. For the pres
work, there was no distinction between data from edge vo
and that from central voids. Each pattern was collec
within approximately one grain diameter of a void. For co
parison, additional EBSD patterns were acquired from arr
of beam positions in unvoided regions of the lines. The
voided data sampled several micrometers along the
length and the entire line width for 1 and 2mm wide lines.
For each heat treatment type, roughly 45 diffraction patte
adjacent to voids and 65 diffraction patterns within unvoid
regions were analyzed.

The EBSD data were quantitatively evaluated in terms
pole plots, which show thê111& orientation density in units
of times random as a function of tilt angle away from t
specimen normal. These are texture representations co
rable to x-ray diffraction rocking curves and were obtain
by integrating about the azimuthal angle of^111& pole
figures.15 Figure 1 shows a comparison between the ove
line textures for the different sample types. The more v
resistant, type 2 samples display an approximately 3
stronger^111& texture than do the type 1 samples, as in
cated by the maximum̂111& orientation density at 0°. A
simplified analysis of the voided data is presented by su
marizing all grain orientations measured around voids int
single texture plot. In this manner the overall, average t
ture of grains adjacent to voids can be visualized relative
that of unvoided regions. Figure 2 shows such a plot for
local texture at voided and unvoided regions within type
lines. Grains adjacent to voids show an approximately 3
weaker local̂ 111& texture than those in unvoided regions

Inferences can now be made regarding the average g
4018 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 69, No. 26, 23 December 1996
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boundary character in type 1 and type 2 samples, as we
in voided regions within a line. A weaker texture implies th
presence of a wider variation in grain boundary structu
and properties.16 A general mixture of tilt and twist boundar
structures is associated with a weaker^111& texture. Con-
versely, stronger texture implies that a larger proportion
boundaries is of either pure tilt character or tilt with a lo
angle twist component. For the case of a tilt boundary w
tilt axis normal to the film surface, pipe diffusion along ed
dislocations parallel to the tilt axis is preferred.17,18 Thus,
there is reduced average diffusion in tilt grain boundar
along directions parallel to the film surface. In contrast, d
fusion within a twist boundary, which is typically compose
of a network of screw dislocations, exhibits far less anis
ropy and greater atomic mobility in the plane of the film. It
reasonable to assume that a twist boundary is capabl
transporting matter further away form a growing void than
tilt boundary. For a given number of nucleation sites, fas
void growth is expected in the twist case. These local m
surements help to confirm the present and previous hyp
eses made regarding grain boundary character and void
sistance in highly textureŝ111& films by identifying failures
at regions of locally reduced̂111& texture. Improved elec-
tromigration resistance in strongly textured aluminum film
was similarly explained in an earlier work.1

FIG. 1. Pole plots containing combined data from both unvoided and voi
regions in type 1 and 2 samples illustrate the strengthening of^111& fiber
texture with heat treatment.

FIG. 2. Pole plots from type 2 samples reveal stronger^111& fiber texture at
unvoided line segments than adjacent to voids. This trend was also obs
for type 1 samples.
Nucci et al.
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In addition to differences in the tilt/twist character
grain boundaries, differences in grain boundary misorien
tion angle may also affect voiding propensity. Perhaps
stronger texture in type 2 samples favors the formation
low angle grain boundaries. The work of Wardleet al.19

showed a relation between grain boundary misorienta
angle and grain boundary diffusivity. Diffusivities increa
as misiorientation angle increases, at least for low-an
grain boundaries. Measurements of grain boundary misor
tation are underway in an effort to experimentally ver
these anticipated changes in grain boundary character
film texture.

These experiments help to elucidate the relative imp
tance of the driving forces versus the kinetics which con
stress void formation. The differently heat treated samp
had identical geometries and approximately equivalent g
sizes and distributions. As a result, they exhibited presu
ably identical average stress states and contained nearl
same number of void nucleation sites. While the reduction
stress is the thermodynamic driving force for voiding, th
study suggests that the structure of the kinetic pathw
greatly influences stress voiding reliability.

This work was supported by Semiconductor Resea
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als Science Center at Cornell University. Collaboration w
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